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SELLING
YOUR HOME
IS A BIG
DEAL
Our Mission: Provide diligent and
dedicated support and attention so
that our clients can reach their
goals and live their best lives.

If it weren’t a big deal, your choice of Realtor® wouldn’t
matter. But it is, so it does.
I’m a Denver native, and I’ve specialized in real estate in
the Aurora, Centennial, and Denver area market since
January 2004. I’ve lived, worked, and played here my
entire life. And that gives me special insight into what
makes homes in these areas attractive to buyers.
When you choose me as your Realtor®, you can trust
that I get what you want from me and my team:
RESPECT: Devotion to your goals, so that the sale
happens within the timeframe you want and so that every
interaction is as efficient and convenient as possible.
FOCUS: Attention to every detail, combined with
impeccable and timely communication, so that
everything goes the way it should.
STRENGTH: Deep knowledge and skillful advocacy, so
that my experience and negotiating power put you in the
best possible position.
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THE RIGHT PRICE
FOR YOUR HOME
Here are two things most real estate agents
won’t tell you…
Neither you nor your Realtor® decides what
your home is worth.
Although you are 100% in control of the listing
price at all times, the MARKET decides your
home’s value. Fortunately, I’m trained to
evaluate the market to determine a listing price
that will get the most out of your sale. My
evaluation of your property will take all of the
following factors into account:
• Current state of the market – Is it a seller’s
market, a buyer’s market, or on its way to one
or the other? This is determined by a
complex interplay among buyer demand,
inventory, interest rates, mortgage
qualification guidelines, and home prices.
• Recent sales/comparables – What have
homes like yours sold for recently?
• Timeline – How quickly do you need the
sale to close?
• Appraisal requirements – Will the home
appraise at or above the listing price?
I monitor these factors throughout the time your
home is listed with me. If there are any changes,
I will alert you and together we can determine
the best way to leverage them to your
advantage.
Continued on page 4...
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1. Other real estate agents who have buyers
looking for homes
2. The eventual buyer
3. The appraiser
4. The underwriter
For each of these “buyers,” the key is the same:
they need to see a strong match between the
listing price and their expectations for your
home, or the deal will fall through.
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PERCENTAGE OF BUYERS

It sounds strange, but it’s true. The listing price
on your home has to appeal to 4 separate
“buyers” (and usually in this order):

WHY SMART PRICING
IS IMPORTANT

LISTING PRICE

The listing price has to appeal to 4 separate
“buyers.”

This graphic helps you see that most buyers
(60%) buy *at* market value. As the listing
price rises above market value, you see a
corresponding drop in the percentage of
buyers willing to buy at that price. Similarly,
when the listing price drops below market
value, you see a corresponding increase in
the percentage of buyers willing to buy at
that price.
As such, the “sweet spot” is a listing price
close to market value. This pricing strategy
will expose your home to a greater
percentage of prospective buyers, thus
increasing your chances for a sale.
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THE REAL ESTATE MARKET CYCLE
In some markets, the movement from one phase of the cycle to another can take years. In
other markets, we can see all of the phases in the course of a single year. I bring value by
applying my knowledge and experience to know exactly where the market is when you want to
sell.

‣ LOTS

Seller’s Market

OF PEOPLE WHO
WA N T T O B U Y
NOT ENOUGH PEOPLE
W H O WA N T T O S E L L
PRICES ARE GOING UP

‣
‣

Moving
Towards a
Buyer’s Market

Moving
Towards a
Seller’s Market

THE REAL
ESTATE
CYCLE

‣ BUYER

DEMAND IS
S TA R T I N G T O S T R E N G T H E N
FEWER PEOPLE WHO
WA N T T O S E L L
PRICES ARE GOING UP

‣

BUYER DEMAND IS
S TA R T I N G T O D R Y U P
MORE HOMES ARE
COMING ON THE MARKET
P R I C E S A R E S TA B L E O R
DRIFTING DOWN

‣

‣

‣

‣

Buyer’s Market

‣ FEW

P E O P L E W H O WA N T
TO BUY
TOO MANY PEOPLE WHO
WA N T T O S E L L
PRICES ARE STEADY OR
DROPPING

‣
‣
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But remember...

YOUR HOME HAS TO BE
SEEN TO BE SOLD

If you’re like most people, the sooner you can sell your home, the better. Who wouldn’t want to spend
less time having to keep their home pristine and less time having their routine disrupted by showings?
That’s why we have a tested and effective system for getting your home seen and sold quickly.

M a k i n g S u r e Yo u r H o m e i s F o u n d O n l i n e ( W h e r e t h e B u y e r s A r e )
The internet has changed how people do almost everything…especially how they search for a new
home. Almost 90% of buyers start their search online. That’s why I:
‣ Feature your home on the JM Denver Homes website, where hundreds of buyers are searching
every month; plus
‣ Highlight your home on the JM Denver Homes Facebook page and Instagram, where we take
advantage of organic reach and paid traffic; plus
‣ Feature your home on the JM Denver Homes page on LinkedIn, where it can be seen by people
who work for companies that are here in the Denver metro area or opening here soon.
Not only that, but buyers who have registered on the JM Denver Homes website looking for homes with
criteria that match yours get automatic Search Alert notifications. This puts your home front and center
with people who want exactly what your home offers.
I also ensure posting on sites like Realtor.com, Zillow, and Trulia, as well as featuring your home on any
other websites you would like. The goal is to ensure your home gets in front of as many eyeballs as
possible.
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WINNING THE BEAUTY CONTEST
Your home not only needs to be findable online, it needs to
look its absolute best. Visual appeal is the key to that
critical first impression online and is a huge factor in a
buyer’s decision to ask for a showing or attend an Open
House. So at JM Denver Home team, your home gets star
treatment from a talented home stager and a skilled
photographer. (If needed, we will also bring in a
professional cleaner.)
Staging provides a fresh look for your home and places
furniture, artwork and decor strategically to help buyers
envision themselves living in the home. This creates an
emotional appeal that makes the buyer a little more eager
and committed. Once everything is ready, every listing
gets photographed with expert lighting and angles to show
it off.
We also use the photographs to create a custom “Virtual Tour” of your home. This technology uses
motion effects to give buyers the feeling of moving through each room of your home. In addition, we
create a custom flyer for your home. The flyer presents the key information from the listing on a single
page. Flyers play an important role in encouraging interest and phone calls from potential buyers who
drive by the home.
Finally, depending on the market conditions and your needs, we may also create a custom postcard
for your home. We then send this directly to potential buyers in our database who have indicated they
are looking for a home like yours. We may also broaden the distribution by mailing them to targeted
rental communities near your home to pique the interest of nearby potential buyers who are tired of
renting.

Where
the home
search
starts:
ONLINE - 89%

SIGNS - 9%

NEWSPAPER - 1%

OTHER <1%
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WHY SHOULD YOU SELL WITH
THE JM DENVER HOME TEAM?
The proof is in the numbers. On average, I sell 5
times the amount of homes a typical Realtor®
does in one year. I’m also proud to say that more
than 80% of JM Denver Homes’ business comes
from past clients or referrals. Your chances of a
successful sale that meets your goals are higher
with me than our competition. Here are some of
the reasons why:

‣ A sixth-generation Colorado native, I have
been a Realtor® full-time since January of 2004.
‣ I’ve owned several homes, manage my own
rental properties, and have even done a “fix and
flip.”
‣ Since 2008, my sales production has put me in
the top 5% of all broker associates within
HomeSmart Realty Group.
‣ Every year since 2010, Denver’s premier
magazine, 5280, has recognized me
for outstanding customer service.
‣ My average sold price to list price ratio is
101.28%, which is just over 2% more than the
average sale in MLS (99.01%). That means that
if your list price is $450,000, you could expect to
pocket an additional $9000 by listing with me vs.
the average agent!

★ Certified Negotiation Expert – superior results in
negotiations
★ Certified Distressed Property Expert – foreclosure
avoidance options

In addition, I have earned the following
special certifications and accreditations:
★ Accredited Buyer Representative – benchmark of
excellence in buyer representation
★ Certified Residential Specialist – due to the stringent
education and experience requirements, only 3% of
agents hold this designation

How does all of this help you?
My background gives me a unique perspective
on—and profound understanding of—the
Aurora/Centennial/Denver real estate market.
This broad experience also means I’ve seen –
and skillfully handled – just about everything that
can go sideways in a real estate transaction.
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Commitment to Continuous Education and
High Standards
‣ As a Realtor®, I go far beyond the state’s
minimum education and licensing requirements,
subscribing to a strict Code of Ethics that sets
high standards for how I deal with every party in
a real estate transaction
‣ I am committed to continually improving my
knowledge and qualifications, having earned
designations and accreditations as a Certified
Residential Specialist, a Certified Negotiation
Expert, a Certified Distressed Property Expert,
and an Accredited Buyer Representative.
‣ I am just as committed to developing the skills
of my staff, with each member attending a
minimum of 10 hours of professional
development activities each year.

Laser Focused on Service

‣ Consistently 5-star rated on Yelp
‣ See more reviews at jmdenverhomes.com/
testimonial.php

Big Where It Matters; Small Where It Counts
‣ Our website, combined with our social media
platforms (both organic and paid), gives your
home national exposure and visibility
‣ Our longstanding relationships with
professional organizers, home stagers, real
estate photography experts, appraisers,
mortgage lenders, title agents, and other allied
providers rivals that of much larger brokerages
‣ Technology allows me and my staff to track the
sales process in great detail and handle every
aspect efficiently, while leaving us available to
provide focused one-on-one interactions
‣ I am always reachable and have built a
reputation for responding in a prompt, caring
manner

‣ Recognized annually by 5280 magazine for
outstanding customer service since 2010

2018 Client Appreciation Day
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YOUR SUPERIOR SELLING
EXPERIENCE BEGINS TODAY
T ODAY

Pre-Listing:
‣ Consultation and advice on getting your home ready to list
‣ Strategy session to review market conditions and comprehensive Comparable Market
Analysis to determine listing price
Getting Your Home Ready for its “Close-Up”:
‣ Professional cleaner (if needed)
‣ Staging
‣ Expert photography (still and Virtual Tour)
Full-Power Marketing:
‣ Listed with Denver Metrolist and syndicated to IREA (Northern CO) and Pikes Peak
(Southern CO)
‣ Featured placement on JMDenverHomes.com website
‣ Organic and paid reach for posts featuring your home on JM Denver Homes’ Facebook
and LinkedIn pages
‣ Enhanced online marketing: Featured Listing on Zillow, Trulia, Realtor.com
‣ Eye-catching “For Sale” sign
‣ Secure key access via lockbox
Continual Communication and Feedback:
‣ Fast feedback from showings
‣ Ongoing monitoring of comparable sales and listings
‣ Immediate relay of offers
‣ Weekly marketing updates both while on the market and once under contract
Follow-Through and Support:
‣ Powerful advocacy on your behalf to negotiate counter-offers and other closing terms
‣ Negotiation on inspection results and repairs
‣ Full support through closing and beyond, including referrals to my network for additional
services such as handyman services, pre-showing or move-out cleaning, packing and
moving services, or even a Realtor® in your new city
And, Of Course:
‣ Comprehensive support from me and my team throughout
‣ Education for you at every step in the process to help you make informed decisions
‣ Integrity, responsiveness, and transparency to the highest standard

S O LD !

Our Fee:
‣ 6%; paid at closing
‣ If you are buying another home and using me as your Realtor® for that transaction, the fee
drops to 5%
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WHAT CLIENTS ARE SAYING

SOFIE & JESSE

CHRISTY

HEATHER

Top-notch customer service and
more. We had the wonderful
fortune of working with Jennifer in
buying two homes and selling one.
Jennifer is knowledgeable,
professional and works in the best
interest of her clients. We highly
recommend Jennifer Morrissette.
She listens, acts and delivers. She
is simply the best!

I challenged Jenny with selling a
house, 10 acres of land and finding
my dream home. She was
extremely articulate on the process
and timelines. She willingly
answered the same questions over
and over again and made sure that
I understood what all of the jargon
meant. She was very strategic in
the timing of all of the actions and it
ended up being perfect.

Jenny is fantastic! She helped us
sell our house (for $21K over
asking) and helped us find the
perfect new home for our family.
She is super responsive and knows
all the ins and outs of buying and
selling a home...Jenny was always
right there with an answer for me. I
highly recommend her.

TOM

CHARLIE

TEDROS

One of a kind, unparalleled,
relentless dedication to customer
satisfaction. We found our
mountain paradise and sold our
house in Aurora in a week with a
seamless transition.

Jennifer took the time to
understand what I needed and was
always reachable and knew what
was going on among all parties.

Jenny did a fantastic job in helping
us look for a home, find one we
liked and all the way through the
stressful loan approval process. I
strongly recommend her.

Read more client experiences at jmdenverhomes.com/testimonial.php
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NOW LET’S SELL YOUR HOME!
P: 303-204-6494 | JEN@JMDENVERHOMES.COM | JMDENVERHOMES.COM

